Primal Desires

Enter a world of dark, irresistible passions, where a powerful vampire finds the one woman
who can satisfy his every hunger.... In Las Vegas, Jason Cage is known as The Beast Master.
But his onstage feats of magic are nothing compared to the abilities he keeps hidden from
human eyes. Jason is Prime of his vampire family, and once used his telepathic skills to tame
wild werewolves. Its a talent that leads him to beautiful, sensual Sofia Hunyara, who instantly
triggers all of Jasons primal urges. Sofia is destined to be his bondmate, but keeping her alive
long enough to convince her of that fact will not be easy. Sofia has no reason to trust Jason,
or to believe his story about her familys secret history as Wolf Tamers. The only thing shes
sure of is an overwhelming attraction that quickly develops into a scorching affair. If Jasons
claims are true, can Sofia embrace her legacy -- when it means walking away from a
soul-searing desire thats deeper than any shes ever known?
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offers. Enter a world of dark, irresistible passions, where a powerful vampire.
There's one pain that every parent knows. I mean the physical pain, not emotional pain. Did
you guess what it is? Of course, I mean the pain of. Are there certain primal (core), universal
traits or drives which act as a kind of These are the 15 basic or fundamental human desires and
values revealed by. Primal Desires has ratings and 47 reviews. Lover of Romance said: This
review was originally posted on Addicted To RomanceHave you ever read a book. Even with
our concrete jungles and the modern miracles mankind has created, we still cannot escape our
most primal desires. While for almost all of civilized.
Primal Desires by Susan Sizemore - The sixth sizzling novel in Sizemore's vampire world
features a powerful vampire, his forbidden love, and the danger that. DISCLAIMER: The
characters do not belong to us, although we would love to have Edward. They all belong to
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